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 [Excerpt from}             

< One Nation Undermining God>                                                                           

by Sir Jeffrey Robinson a protected work © 2015 

Life, is the precious bestowment to mankind from his Creator.  And time, is the 

sine qua non of the careful plan for his amelioration until his life & work on 

earth is through.  When divided into 4 parts, the life expectancy of the average 

human being is just 4, very nebulous seasons of change.  “Within these seasons, 

humans experience a series of (seven year cycles) of personnel growth over their 

lifetime. And the physical, emotional & mental changes which occur, are relative 

to the individual’s makeup & the influences of his or her environment”. Thus, 

justifying the preeminence of the admonition to redeem your time.  [Put 

another way, to help illustrate more clearly how this breaks down;]  The first 

season begins at birth & on through what are the developmental years, & is 

directly contributive to the individual’s measure of exertion to gain 

independence.  And the hierarchical system, who as well are familiar with these 

certainties of life, & understand all too well how the system works, will inevitably 

influence the circumstances which determine your life, but ultimately, only 

proportionally to your personnel resolve.  Among the upper echelons of that 

hierarchical system, are those who are perpetually seeking to find a window or 

doorway to your inalienable rights in order to undermine them, & will use 

financial, political & religious tentacles to wrestle your just rewards from you by 

undermining the authority you have been endowed with by your Creator, which is 

(Natures God), to lay siege to besiege you, & rob you of your time & ultimately 

your most precious gift.  Prevalent also, are citizens in lessor privileged echelons 

of society who are wolves in sheep’s clothing. Who would readily deliver you 

over into the hands of your enemies either out of envy, for financial gain or to 

serve an orientation of “superiority” Or perhaps for all of the aforementioned. 

Skipping.                                                                                                       

For nearly seventeen tormentous years, or just shy of two decades, Jeffrey 

Robinson, a courageous young man, has endured relentless public & private 

persecution in ways which are unfathomable, when the powers that be, 

employed an unconstitutional system to abridge his rights following his victory 

in the federal courts with two civil suits for discrimination, race discrimination & 
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retaliation.  The second suit filed in the federal courts was against the (state 

facility), North Public Health hospital in Seattle Washington, when he was 

discriminated against after being transported to Urgent Care for emergency 

treatment for an injury with a nebulous origin.  Following a round of 

conferences with Robinson & the administrative staff at the facility concerning 

the disparagement, the miss- diagnoses, the ill treatment & the lack there of 

which subjected him to further serious physical injuries all of which were the 

deleterious effects of discrimination. Robinson carried his problem & concerns 

to the boardroom when members of the medical board were flown in for a 

conference in downtown Seattle Washington. Then following the meeting & an 

exhaustive search, for legal counsel, he retained civil rights attorney, Curman 

Sebree. A high regard for Robinson was expressed & a unanimous six figure 

offer to settle followed almost immediately. And on the advice of his counsellor, 

Robinson accepted the offer. But something unforeseen obstructed the 

settlement, causing it to be delayed for over a year. He later learned that his 

personnel & private life were invaded (by secret filming for disclosure of 

information which would be prejudicial), while his finances were being 

undermined.  Residents & vendors with whom he did business were being told 

not to work with him & not to help him.  Skipping.   When the proceedings 

reconvened on the next level in downtown Seattle. Still under careful watch, a 

travesty of justice occurred when the original offer was replaced with an 

unprecedented insult of $500. Turning the American judicial system on its head. 

And giving causeway to a darker cause & infuriating the plaintiff, who 

immediately launched his own investigation into what caused & made the 

(judicial flip) possible. Skipping.                                                                                                                   

The first suit filed was in Las Vegas Nevada, leveled against Mandalay Bay 

Casino, & included the charge of a Wrongful Termination.  Based on his sterling 

reputation & his performance, Robinson gained employment with Mandalay 

Bay & moved into an executive position within a ninety day period, just prior to 

the grand opening of the casino. And was informed that he had Made History by 

earning his position. “We talked about it in a meeting. It’s the first such 

appointment in the history of the entire corporation. They looked it up.”  

Robinson was even informed later that an additional $200,000,000 tower was 

being added to the casino & it was discussed in a meeting that he would 

supervise there exclusively over his department”. Robinson’s promotion went 
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into effect immediately when he was taken to the key room to have his keys cut 

& handed to him, giving him access to every area of the multimillion dollar 

casino.  He was congratulated there & told again that he made history. And his 

position was announced to his co-workers who congratulated him as well & 

began to work immediately under his supervision. If you’ll just be patient a little 

while longer, he was told by a supervisor who attended the meeting. You will 

supervise your department exclusively in the new tower. But a move to find a 

way to have him excommunicated followed, after a new (white male) 

employee, who harbored an aversion to his promotion bellowed to fellow 

employees that the position which he held, should automatically be reserved 

for a white male. “What is so special about him that he should get that 

position? That position should automatically go to a white man”, he brazenly 

stated. Even directly to Robinson.  And notwithstanding complaints lodged by 

co-workers & Robinson carried to the executives in suits regarding the 

discriminatory remarks, the disgruntled employee, who was “juiced” into 

Mandalay Bay by an executive in a suit, remained protected & the complaints 

were simply ignored. But even in the midst of increasing tension & subtle acts of 

discrimination towards him, Robinson remained focused on doing his job. And 

when he followed up on his hunch, (made possible by his keys which gave him 

the access he needed), & went beyond his call of duties, he discovered that 

several suites which were elaborately furnished with imports & already locked 

& marked completed & ready for occupancy had wall to wall flooded floors with 

water cascading down the walls of the suites onto the floors of suites, one 

beneath the other, from water which had been released from inside of the 

walls. He was written up by Mandalay Bay engineers as a Hero for [saving the 

casino’s ass].  Had the flood he spotted near the end of his shift continued, it 

could have resulted in monumental tear down & reconstruction cost of the 

($950,000,000), structure, as well as delaying the grand opening.  Not to 

mention the personnel & emotional prisms which would have resulted from it as 

well.  Nevertheless, shortly afterwards Robinson was wrongfully terminated.  He 

challenged the termination & immediately launched his own investigation. 

Which produced damaging evidence.  Then after an unsuccessful exhaustive 

search for legal counsel to help him start the wheels of justice grinding, He found 

direction from Steve Wynn’s office, after placing a phone call & having it 

reinforced that the acts being perpetrated against him were unlawful. His 
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secretary then directed him to start with NERC in a subsequent call he made the 

following day to their office per her request.  But after a successful meeting with 

a (white female NERC intake officer) was contradicted by a subsequent meeting 

with a (white male NERC officer), weeks later.  He called for an investigation from 

Mandalay Bay’s Human resources department, whose investigative work was 

indistinguishable from the irreflective NERC officer handling Robinson’s 

counterclaim. As they moved along slovenly, at what seemed, a snail’s pace, 

with inconspicuous empathy towards his repeated expression that his need was 

poignantly urgent... In the end, Mandalay Bay’s human resources department 

only endorsed NERC’s ruling in favor of Mandalay Bay who labeled his 

counterclaim an [Unsubstantiated Claim], ending their letter with Case Closed. 

And by doing so, {inadvertently set the wheels in motion for a deluge to test the 

underpinning & the fruits of a nation which has for so long proclaimed itself to 

be free]. He persisted by calling for an investigation from the EEOC, & provided 

them with the results of his ongoing investigative work. He then retained civil 

rights attorney, Nancy Killeen, who in their initial meeting at her firm, ask for 

time to check the facts before she agreed to represent him.  The EEOC 

continued to work closely with him, as he continued to furnish them  & his 

counsel with information, & EEOC eventually called for an informal hearing after 

ruling Mandalay Bay’s & NERC’s investigation [Unfair & Impartial]. Robinson 

emerged victorious, having all charges against him overruled & won the right to 

receive benefits as well as the right to sue. The termination was suspended & 

entered into the Federal courts as a Wrongful Termination, by Nancy Killeen, 

who later expressed concerns about being able to continue down the stretch, to 

the next federal level, against firms as powerful as those representing Mandalay 

Bay. Curman Sebree agreed to take over the suit & Killeen stayed on for matters 

having to do with jurisdiction.  But Sebree bailed out of the Vegas suit within a 

few days of receipt of payment for services rendered for the North Public Health 

suit, which ended in a travesty of justice.  Robinson relocated to Seattle 

Washington after being blocked from gainful employment in Las Vegas Nevada.  

But continued to be threatened & undermined by a determined group, who 

warned him not to pursue collecting.  And even though it has not deterred him 

from doing so. He has been denied the restitution reflected in the original 

agreement to settle in the North Public Health suit in Seattle Washington, as 

well as even the minimum seven figure offer which opened negotiations to 
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settle years later by representatives for Mandalay Bay through Richard 

Segerblom, his civil rights attorney at the time of the offer which followed 

Robinson’s victory in the proceedings, well over a decade ago. Near the end of 

the proceedings in the second round on the federal level in Las Vegas, 

Segerblom turned to Robinson & stated openly.  ”Well, they never saw it 

coming. You have everything you need to win. And you’re a successful business 

person so they can’t say anything there. You surprised them. They never saw 

you coming.”  After the proceedings adjourned Robinson left the court room to 

wait for his counsel in his rented car. While Segerblom remained in discussion in 

court.  Later, when Segerblom met up with Robinson for the ride back to his 

firm, he said to him as he closed the car door behind him.   “Well they must 

respect you a great deal because they made you a seven figure offer. I’ve never 

seen them do it before, so they must have a great deal of respect for you. 

They’re one of the most powerful firms in the … They have a reputation for 

completely annihilating the other side. In all of the years I’ve worked with them, 

I’ve never seen them do anything like this.  So, they must respect you a lot.  

”Will you take the seven figure offer?    Robinson decided to take the weekend 

to think the offer through carefully in light of what had already taken place with 

the Seattle suit following a unanimous agreement, when he accepted the offer 

with little hesitation on the advice of his counsel who he regarded highly.  And 

considering the system which was employed from the moment he was 

promoted & has continued attenuating the process of administering justice in 

order to facilitate a judicial flip.  But when Robinson returned to his home in 

Seattle, just less than twenty for hours after the offer was presented to him 

through his counsellor after court proceedings adjourned for the weekend.  

Something intervened & his inalienable rights were undermined to the 

foundation level, when he was assaulted while asleep after somehow being 

rendered unconscious. He awoke to find that his body had been shaved & a fluid 

administered underneath his skin, which puffed it up & began to alter his 

appearance. That is when the real American nightmare began, which has 

currently exceeded sixteen years. His preoccupation then became with trying to 

figure out what took place. He had concerns of an attempt to duplicate him & to 

covertly control him.  He contacted a slew of high profiled civil rights persons in 

the country & others not as well known. He also contacted the Church, the 

surgeon general, & the governor.  But with the exception of the Governor of 
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Washington’s secretary returning his call twice on his cell phone urging him to 

keep them posted, he experienced, NO RESPONSE!  Which only confirmed, that 

the venerated place once compassed for human dignity, had become a costly 

quagmire of acrimony & finger pointing. Since that time, he has been subjected 

to continued assaults which can only be characterized as Crimes against 

Humanity, They are horrifying acts, which openly contradict America’s 

allegiance, or that of any nation proclaiming to be free or to be representatives 

of freedom & liberty who follow suit. It too, defies the logic which compels 

sober & competent minds to move in the understanding that a Universal 

Supreme Reign, whose wisdom, & prowess, exceeds the proficiency of mere 

men, demands justice that is Just, in order to protect its Sovereignty. And 

commands men even further, to recognize its power& ability, as well as its right 

to override justice administered by men, in order to remediate judgments which 

have been executed by a system whose spirit has clearly been corrupted & 

whose judicial curriculum is skewed. There is presently a quiet admonishment 

taking place to this nation that harks back to the creation of man when he was 

first bestowed with free will, a God conscience & the ability to walk upright. It is 

a severe warning to opportunist also, who begrudge the plaintiff his youth, his 

look, his physicality, his abilities, his Just rewards, & his right to continue his life 

unabridged.  Simply put. This breach which has occurred, has all the trappings of 

being the product of careful aforethought, fueled by big money &, purposed to 

snub the one who emerges victorious from civil battle, whose autonomous 

mind is construed to be a threat. And whose corporeal property does not meet 

the criteria that affords ample comfort for the proboscis with a vested interest 

in maintaining the status quo. Notwithstanding this nation’s time honored 

practice of doing homage to the universal God recognized in the U.S. 

Declaration & symbolized under their banner of freedom. Which reflects a 

commitment, to take the “higher ground to ensure a qualitative life.” Moreover, 

the reserved right to fight for human rights is also a charge to each citizen to 

agonizomai, Greek for, “engage in conflict,” that is Just. Being certain to move 

in wisdom & understanding, as well informed, to keep within the parameters of 

their mantle.  It is a service to men & to mankind for which this nation has for so 

long enjoyed a distinguishable cachet.  The agreement recognizes, prosperity & 

development to be obtainable under a yoke that is easy & a burden that is light. 

And for so long, this nation has openly cried out for God to guide & bless her for 
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the enabling of the continued work of making a way available for peace on 

earth & good will towards all men. And inculcates in her citizens the importance 

of recognizing the stones for human rights aforementioned, to be foundational 

for this nation’s security & wave foremostly. All of that being said, & again, 

although this nation has demanded an allegiance from its citizens in recognition 

of a creed, rooted in the principles of [a higher Love which has already given 

mankind the right to be free]. Robinson has nevertheless been foolishly & 

unjustly encumbered with the superfluous task of suddenly having to prove 

there is a God, if he is to receive restitution for the egregious offenses 

perpetrated against him, & for the senseless criminal acts to cease.   He is 

continuously excoriated for having had victory in his court room battles & for 

beating the system.  And all at once, the accolated fruits, once deemed wise for 

their timeless exhortation to stand for what you know is right. Even when the 

truth that you speak makes them so uptight, are juiceless & passé. And the 

victories from his civil battles have been hollowed out. And the very system of 

enforcement that has been established to ensure restitution for the injured 

party have not visibly girded themselves for battle on his behalf or on behalf of 

the nation. For if it holds true that peace is not merely the absence of violence, it 

is the presence of justice also. Then it is within equal reason, that where there is 

no justice, there can be no peace!  The plaintiff in these suits only needed to 

satisfy the burden of proof as it pertains to his civil suit.  Any expectation which 

exceeds that legal requirement is unreasonable, unfair, unlawful & unjust.  But 

apathy, has only given rise to a coterie of kindred spirits seeking to serve a 

darker cause at the expense of the whole thing. And these civil suits are 

emblematic of that larger concern. Still, the injured party has a protected, & 

reserved right for his expectation for the courts to render timely justice that is 

Just, without equivocating to be met. An expectation which when met, thwarts 

parties from holding a conference in an attempt to develop an entente cordiale. 

A move which fosters a miscarriage of justice.   Even so, Justice was delayed & 

ultimately denied for the plaintiff in these suits.  Making the foregoing a 

realized concern.  And the system has been used, expressly for the antithesis of 

what is its well defined purpose in order to publically humiliate Robinson, deride 

him, & obstruct the restitution for his civil suits by robbing him of the ability to 

fight back & ultimately lay waste to him & to serve as an example. Skipping.   He 

has been denied media coverage also. It is for this reason that Robinson has 
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created an avenue to make information which has been hidden concerning the 

injustices surrounding these suits available to the general public. He writes under 

his Sir name. Sir Jeffrey Robinson & therefore appears on both sides of the story. 

All of the writing appearing here is his own uncompromised expression.  

robinsonjeffrey2@yahoo.com. Skipping. Shortly after Robinson was assaulted in 

his home in Seattle, & while he waited for the date for his return to court in Las 

Vegas to be calendared, he was called upon for a matter having to do with 

copyright infringements.  Robinson is the founder & owner of Pupcan 

Productions. Or PUPCAN Productions.  People United Promoting Creative Artist 

Nationwide.  Which he designed for global music, film, video & related 

production work.   During   his looking into a matter involving copyright 

infringements, he discovered that all his protected work was missing. And that 

nothing showed up in the library of congress. He also learned that all of his 

Masters were missing. He informed his legal counsel that he was going to 

London England for 2 weeks on business having to do with copyright concerns. 

Skipping.   When Robinson returned to the United States of America 2 weeks 

later, he learned from his counsel after contacting him, that his civil suit had 

been dismissed.  When he asked why, his counsel responded with, ‘Well, you 

went to Europe so your case was dismissed.  Appalled Robinson stated that there 

was no legal grounds for dismissing his suits & demanded that they be reopened 

& Segerblom said that he would begin the process immediately. But Robinson’s 

wait was long & the cases were never reopened. He returned to London England 

for another 2 weeks then back to the United States.  Following that period he 

was stripped of everything equitable. He has been blocked from gainful 

employment & every area of his life has been destroyed. He was forced into 

living outside under treacherous conditions, without shelter for more than a 

decade, until he miraculously was able to purchase a vehicle. Skipping    Just 

prior to his being forced outside, the vehicle he owned then was flipped on the 

highway & totaled while he was traveling at high speed. Miraculously, he 

survived it though all of his paper work & sensitive materials were removed.   

He miraculously cleansed his skin from the fluid from the first assault. But was 

warned that it would be administered again, but deeper so that he could not 

easily remove it.  “There’s no way you are going to get out of this situation 

looking that smooth. Without one mark on you after being on the streets for all 

of those years.” He was told.  Then his offenders made good on their threat 
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when he was rendered unconscious while asleep again. He has since, spent a 

decade cleansing his skin all over his body.  Syringes were used to inject fluid 

deep underneath his skin covering every square inch.  His skin was also stained 

in various places, & seven of his teeth were broken & additional ones cut along 

the gum line...  Robinson’s Beverly Hills dentist had raved about the condition & 

his maintenance of his teeth stating how he would never lose a tooth in his 

lifetime.  And his dentist who examined him in Las Vegas raved also to other 

dentist about the look & condition of his teeth & how they had never seen 

anything like it. . While all of these things were done for reasons that are all too 

obvious. It was done also in order to cause him to give up his volition.  The 

atrocities only continued after he reported them.  Robinson has kept 

chronologies of the criminal acts. Skipping.  Later, in Seattle Washington, he was 

run down by an SUV after ignoring threats to stop working out. To forget about 

the civil suit & not to look at women. He was rushed to Shoreline hospital for 

emergency surgery. Suffering from injury to his neck, broken ribs & a broken hip 

along with other scrapes & bruises. After leaving the hospital, he spent several 

weeks having to endure the harsh winter outside, in a wheel chair, trying to heal 

without the ability to have his prescriptions filled including pain medication.  Then 

post-operative complications almost cost him his life after he was refused re 

admittance to the hospital after a serious staph infection set in. But his surgeon 

argued vehemently on his behalf, over a long phone conversation with the 

hospital. “This man could die! Do you understand that? He could die! I am not 

going to be responsible for him dying.  Do you understand that my name is 

attached to his surgery also?  I’m not going to risk my reputation because of 

this. He needs to be admitted immediately. She demanded.” Skipping. His skin 

was injected again with a substance which stained it & changed his features. He 

was warned that everything would be taken from him in order to bring about the 

opposite effect in his life.  He was threatened in a message with. “Do it again. 

Try it again this time without the concern for your rights.”   “We are going to 

remove the threat of having to be concerned about you winning anymore.” 

We‘re taking you downtown. We’re taking you outside. We’re taking your shit”.  

All of these atrocities occurred while Robinson’s reports to government officials 

continued to fall on deaf ears.  Every photograph baring his image was taken 

from him.  And any photo which was returned has been altered. That person is 

gone, he was told. You will not be allowed to be that person any longer. Say 
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good bye to your movie star looks & your physique. You’ll never be the same.  

They were determined to not let him be in a position financially to regain his 

identity. It takes money to do it. And a lot of it.  His passport was taken also.  

Robinson had a reputation in his life & throughout Hollywood California for his 

blemish free skin & for being impeccable. And running 5 to 10 miles daily along 

with a rigorous work out regimentation. Above 6 feet tall, he was always lean, 

(160-165) & in superb condition.  The epitome of health. He was consistently 

solicited for commercial work.  Injections were administered inside of his nostrils, 

& ears as well. His eye lids & around his nostrils, cheeks, chin & jawline. “We’re 

going to take that pumped up look of yours around your upper lip & give you a 

monkey lip.” He was told. He awoke to find that his upper lip had been injected.  

The list of atrocities continued. Practically every area of his body was injected.   

His identification was stolen in Ohio, Seattle, & Las Vegas.  He was blocked from 

being able to reach anyone involved in his civil suits for the entire time he was 

held within the borders of Washington.    He finally was able to break free in the 

end of November 2013, & headed immediately to Las Vegas Nevada.  Once there, 

he contacted NERC, EEOC, the state bar, & the channel 5 news team Life, Time & 

People magazines as well as the local Police department.  Nevada EEOC informed 

him that his paper work had been transferred to the EEOC in Los Angeles 

California. He phoned them & left a recorded message but never received a 

response. Skipping.   He was unsuccessful however with being able to reach any of 

the attorney’s connected with his suits. Skipping. He finally was able to reach the 

lead legal rep for Mandalay Bay Casino.  After enquiring about the civil suits & 

stating what he had been put through, the rep ask. “Did you get your money?” 

Robinson answered with, I haven’t received money in any amount from this suit.  

“Well then you need to talk with your legal counsel. “Then he read him a letter 

which was sent to him from Segerblom. My client has advised me to resend the 

seven figure offer & to dismiss the civil suit.  Robinson responded with.  I never 

authorized any such letter. No sane person would have done so.  “Then you 

need to talk to Richard. I’m sorry for all that has happened to you but you need 

to talk to your legal counsel.”  Robinson left several messages for Segerblom 

which went unanswered. Weeks later he was able to reach him by phone.  

Segerblom did not deny the letter but simply stated that he didn’t return any of 

his calls because there wasn’t any point. “You’re about ten years too late.” He 

said. Robinson responded by going over everything that he had been put through 
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for 15 years then said,  Richard, you’re the attorney who worked on the suit.  & 

now you’re the senator. What happened to the restitution for these suits? You 

are a United States Senator aren’t you Richard? Richard answered with, yes. 

Skipping...  Later Robinson contacted Governor Sandoval. Skipping. “Well since 

you seem to be having some issues with the civil rights system, the only advice I 

can offer is for you to contact the FBI with your information.”   Shortly 

afterwards Robinson’s lap top was stolen. But he had managed to save his 

information & his work.  Then his wallet containing several bank cards, his social 

security card, and his wallet sized birth certificate, his California driver’s license & 

a host of other information was stolen from the library downtown.  He is being 

continually blocked from receiving his social security card from the Nevada social 

security office. And has been blocked by the motor vehicles from renewing his 

registration. Currently there is a move to take his vehicle in order to put him back 

on the streets. He has supplied the FBI with the information.  And is currently 

awaiting their response. To be continued.  He has been informally charged with 

the crime of, standing erect & fighting for his inalienable rights in the American 

Federal courts, where he emerged Victorious, but has been blocked from 

receiving financial compensation for damages & forced outside, by a move which 

borrowed the power from the widely accepted notion of the 3/5 clause of the 

Constitution, which laid the groundwork for the egregious transgressions which 

have been perpetrated against him, & his civil battles. Astonishingly, those very 

“inalienable rights” which he fought so arduously for, were undermined  after 

justice was delayed & an executive order was carried out to employ a system 

against him which simply ignores them. The system is empowered by not 

recognizing him as fully human. And those wielding it, boast of their ability to 

lock him outside of the United States Constitution by a system of Neutralization 

without any fear of reprisal.                                                                                                                                      

[The shameful & overt display of despotism which has come in the form of 

retaliation in response to the plaintiff’s pursuit of justice is reprehensible 

juvenile & evil. Unresolved it remains a “Black eye” to those decision makers & 

enforcers whose sworn responsibility it is to uphold the United States 

Constitution by the just powers derived from the consent of the governed. If 

injustice anywhere, is a threat to justice everywhere, how then can it seem 

suitable for a nation whose open proclamation is “… and justice for all,” to 

willfully cling to denying justice for one? ]   a 2013 protected work © by SJR                      
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I’D CRY A RIVER 

EXCEPT FOR AS A CHILD.  I CAN’T REMEMBER CRYING FOR MYSELF,                                                                                  

NOW THAT I’M A MAN, I STILL DON’T.  BUT FOR A FRIEND,                                                                                          

FOR A LOVED ONE. FOR MY RELIGIOUS BELIEFS, I’D CRY A RIVER OF TEARS.                                                                      

DURING MY PURSUIT FOR JUSTICE, I HEARD SOMEONE SAY, POOR HIM,                                                                       

LOOK WHAT THEY’RE DOING TO HIM. I REMEMBER THINKING,                                                                                        

IF I HAD THE CHANCE TO ANSWER THEM, I’D SAY.                                                                                                

DON’T CRY FOR ME.                                                                                                                                                         

BUT IF YOU MUST,                                                                                                                                                       

CRY FOR YOUR FRIENDS & FOR YOUR FAMILIES.                                                                                                         

DON’T CRY FOR ME,                                                                                                                                                     

BUT IF YOU MUST CRY.                                                                                                                                                

THEN CRY FOR JUSTICE, & LIBERTY.                                                                                                                      

NO, DON’T CRY FOR ME.                                                                                                                                             

CRY OUT FOR FREEDOM & EQUALITY.                                                                                                                 

CRY OUT FOR FREEDOM, & NOT ENSLAVEMENT.                                                                                                        

FOR FAITH, & NOT FEAR.                                                                                                                                              

FOR LIFE, & NOT DEATH.                                                                                                                                        

FOR LOVE, & NOT HATE.                                                                                                                                         

AND WHEN YOU CRY.                                                                                                                                                

CRY OUT THAT GOD, WILL BE MERCIFUL & FORGIVE.                                                                                                 

AND THAT HE WILL BE SWIFT WITH HIS SWORD OF JUSTICE.                                                                                       

FOR IF HE LEAVES US, HEAVEN HELP US ALL.                                                                                                   

SO, I’LL CRY THROUGH REBELLION.                                                                                                                          

I’LL CRY THROUGH DEFIANCE.                                                                                                                                      

PUSH ME DOWN, & I’LL, STAND UP AGAIN.                                                                                                                        

I REFUSE TO LIE DOWN.                                                                                                                                                   

I REFUSE TO STAY DOWN.                                                                                                                                         

YOU CAN’T STOP ME, FROM BEING A MAN.                                                                                                            

SO, DO YOUR DARNED BEST TO FRAME ME.                                                                                                              

STILL, YOU WON’T TAME ME.                                                                                                                             

THOUGH YOU TRY TO TAKE AWAY ALL THAT IS MINE.                                                                                                  

STILL, I’LL KEEP ON PURSUING.                                                                                                                              

THOUGH THE WHOLE WORLD IS VIEWING.                                                                                                           

IS THERE NO END, TO THIS, EVIL DESIGN?                                                                                                             

-                      -                                          written by Sir Jeffrey Robinson, a protected work © 2000 

robinsonjeffrey2@yahoo.com 


